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Abstract: Rapid Internet use growth and applications of diverse military have managed researchers
to develop smart systems to help applications and users achieve the facilities through the provision
of required service quality in networks. Any smart technologies offer protection in interactions in
dispersed locations such as, e-commerce, mobile networking, telecommunications and management
of network. Furthermore, this article proposed on intelligent feature selection methods and intrusion
detection (ISTID) organization in webs based on neuron-genetic algorithms, intelligent software
agents, genetic algorithms, particulate swarm intelligence and neural networks, rough-set. These
techniques were useful to identify and prevent network intrusion to provide Internet safety and
improve service value and accuracy, performance and efficiency. Furthermore, new algorithms of
intelligent rules-based attributes collection algorithm for efficient function and rules-based improved
vector support computer, were proposed in this article, along with a survey into the current smart
techniques for intrusion detection systems.

Keywords: selection techniques; intrusion detection; neural networks; fuzzy concepts

1. Introduction

Recently, the Internet became an integral part of everyday life. The existing web-based
data processing systems are subject to numerous attacks, resulting in substantial losses of
multiple types of injury [1]. The importance of security of information, therefore, evolves
rapidly. Information security is most importantly designed to develop defense systems
that are locked against unauthorized use, alteration, disruption, or destruction, access, and
disclosure [2]. Cyber management minimizes the threats regarding secrecy, honesty, and
quality relevant to the three main protection goals.

In the past, different systems were developed to detect and block attacks from the Inter-
net. Mortgage detection systems (MDS) are essential systems because they can effectively
withstand external attacks [3]. Besides, MDSs deliver a security wall that overcomes the
assault on the Internet on computer systems. If a traditional firewall is not good, MDS has
been used to detect dissimilar types of occurrences on the networking and the workstation
system [4]. The identification of intrusion is expected to vary from the legal user in the
actions of intruders. MDS is generally divided into two types such as misuse detection
and anomaly based on its methods of exposure [5]. The analysis of anomaly intrusions
decides how defects from the standard patterns of use can be identified as intrusions. Issue
detection systems, of effectively distinguish destructions of permissions [6]. Smart agents
and classification techniques can be used to build intrusion detection systems. Most MDS s
operate in two phases, namely intrusion detection and pre-processing step on developing
an intrusion prevention system, the intrusions identified the MDS has been effectively
prohibited. The main feature of this paper is a smart technique survey suggested in MDS
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development [7]. It discusses a new MDS industrialized using two future algorithms
such as smart rule-based collection algorithms and smart rules-based improved multiclass
vector provision machines.

Smart MDS are the smart computer programs in the network, which evaluate the
flexibly function and environment to improve the precision of the identification [8]. These
programmers, both through environmental learning and through inference rules, are
used to calculate actions to be carried out in the environment. Smart MDSs are in a
position to take decisions and to test restrictions. In most smart programs, laws are
either shot or decision-making agents are included. Besides, static agents and a number
of mobiles have been used to realize a particular objective. Smart intrusion detection
systems were developed through the provision of intelligent pre-processing and effective
classification techniques [9]. In comparison with other approaches, such MDSs provided a
better detection rate.

Classification is used to learn from many labeled data instances called training a
model called a classifier and classified a test example the classes utilizing an educated ideal
known as analysis. Classification-based on techniques for variance finding work similarly
in two phases. The course segment will teach a classifier with the characterized training
statistics available [10]. The test segment uses the classificatory to classify a test instance
as normal or abnormal. Classification variance detection techniques operate either under
one or more classes. One-class-specific variance recognition performances are based on the
statement that only one class label exists for each training instance. Both methods use a
one-gender classification algorithm to know a biased boundary across standard cases. Any
test instance not within the studied limits is considered to be “anomalous” in a multi-class
anomaly detection process. The training data suggest that there are classified instances in
different ordinary classes [11]. The classificatory is directed to vary between every normal
course and the rest of classes such methods of anomaly detection. A test instance is treated
as abnormal if any of the classifiers do not recognize it as natural. In this subcategory, some
techniques associate the trust with the classification prediction. If neither of the classifiers
is sure that the test instance is labeled as natural, the situation is anomalous.

In two groups, wired networks and wireless networks are classified as communication
networks. Wired systems are linked via copper wires, or certain forms of cables are linked.
Satellite and wireless connections link wireless networks. Either with wired networking or
with a wireless network may be handheld computer devices. For smartphones and cell
telephones emerging, personal computing and cellular networks is used the most. Wireless
networks are classified into two types: technology-based networks and networks without
technology [12]. Both nodes are considered to be mobile in service-based wireless networks
and linked as an interface to base station. In a situation like this, any form of contact in a
system based on this base station is only carried out via the so-called base station. Mobile
nodes are connected without depending on the infrastructural structure and therefore
all mobile nodes communicatively without the control of the base station in the wireless
network commonly called Mobile Ad Hoc Networks.

2. Literature Review

Several research on classification methods and rule-based strategies for the production
of smart intrusion detection systems have in the past been carried out [13]. However, the
literature only took into account the standard data set to build IDS for most applications.
Nonetheless, IDS may be made more reliably if both the simulation dataset and actual
dataset are checked. Besides, benchmark datasets for wired networking, such as KDD Cup
are created [14]. In a given situation, IDS built for MANET will initially be checked using
benchmark data set or with actual ad-hoc network trace data.

Artificial neural network development has a major advantage in providing intelli-
gent decision rules and was developed through the structure and operation of the human
brains [15]. In such a case, the ANN is designed to contain many neurons with a resem-
blance to the human brain that are interconnected synapses, consisting of millions and
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millions of tiny units that are called neurons for input, processing, and output. In the
past, several soft computation techniques have been developed, either separately or in
collaboration with other soft calculation techniques, expanding the fuzzy set theory [16].

In many applications, including data extraction, search algorithms, capacity planning,
and developing shortest path algorithms, genetic algorithms (GAs), are used [17]. The
literature contains many works using neural networks for many reasons of course including
selecting features, image processing, categorization, and interference detection because
they converge very quickly and offer the ideal solution within a limited time. The author
suggested a new fugitive genetic method for the mining of association rules to examine
transaction help and trust [18]. In this scenario, genetic algorithms are used to help locate
K-item collections, which allow less storage, which tests quite quickly. Genetic algorithms
have been assessed for an optimum solution with a cost function known as fitness. The
genetic algorithm can, therefore, be used independently or in conjunction with other
soft-calculation techniques to develop smart decision-making systems.

In developing a feature selection algorithm, there are two main approaches, namely
filtering and wrapping methods. The wrapping approach tries a prediction with an
optimization feature to choose the next step. Besides, filter methods rely on the existence
of the data sets [19]. The wrapper strategies, on the other hand, have more significant
outcomes when all facets of the selection process are addressed. A filter system or wrapper
method may be used to create IDS. The confidence modeling method suggested is an
efficient trust-based method for safe routing. This model classifies users as neighboring
nodes and other nodes, it is easy to find trusted neighbors [20].

A modern statistical identification anomaly algorithm has been developed for the
creation of IDS based on Markov classification chains. Their model has been able to
preview intrusions in advance because they use the Markov chain building algorithm,
which analyzes the data set efficiently. Proposed new IDS installed on each MANET node
to provide adequate network protection. As their concept, they suggested to be solved as
an optimization process, a strategy for reducing the actual length of the IDSs deployed in
all MANET nodes [21]. Besides, the authors developed a new model of cooperative games
to represent the different interactions between IDSs that are deployed around all the nodes.
This model’s main advantage is that it extends to heterogeneous networks and optimizes
energy detecting and preventing intrusion.

Multi-agent structures may be used in this way [22]. Multiple agents for security
surveillance and communication operations are employed in hosts and networks within
this scenario. Many literatures have utilized co-operative agents who prepare in advance
to achieve optimum cooperation and communication in the identification of intrusions [23].
The project requires a modern, multi-agent framework for controlling the network for
co-ordinated analysis to provide efficient system stability among the works available in the
literature for multi-agent systems. They proposed a modern multi-agent focused method
for the creation of a multi-agent intelligent intrusion detection program named multi-agent
dependent [24]. In their model, they used a learner who learned new rules and applied the
rules to decide on intrusion detection effectively.

The multiclass vector machine support algorithm (MSVM) can perform multi-parameter
classification [25]. Various forms of threats may be more easily categorized using multiclass
SVM when designing an intrusion detection program [26]. In the past, such IDS were
developed to provide greater detection accuracy integrating the decision tree algorithm
with the multiclass SVM—the new abuse-oriented IDS proposed the multilevel and hybrid
algorithm of classification. To detect intrusions more efficiently, their system combines the
decision tree classificatory and clustering algorithms.

3. The Architecture of System ISTID

The machine design contains the eight critical elements suggested in this work. The
following include intrusion detection module, cup data set, network trace data agent,
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decision manager, data preprocessing module, trust-based routing module, and knowledge
data collection agent, as shown in Figure 1.
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In the user experience module, the data from the databases would be stored. These
data are transmitted to the data preparation module. The preprocessing module incorpo-
rates preprocessing approaches, such as normalizing with the min-max and incremental
feature selection algorithms, for efficient preprocessing. For successful classification of
the dataset, the intrusion detection module uses algorithms of classification. The decision
manager monitors the overall work of this system. The decision manager takes decisions
on selecting, classifying, and routing functions using rules.

Finally, there are two components in the trust-based routing module, namely the
component cluster and routing subsystems. The clustering sub-system is the clustering
method of the network nodes. This module covers the formation of groups, cluster heading
choices and the routing of these cluster heads after calculation and trust values. The routing
module is responsible for the phase of path.

3.1. Proposed Algorithm

In these works, the intelligent feature selection techniques and intrusion detection
(ISTID) is proposed to be the new smart classification algorithm. This algorithm optimizes
rule generation during the training stage and stores the optimum rules in a knowledge
base that is indexed according to time intervals. In the next step, the input fluctuates and
genetic operations are carried out to conduct the classification of intrusion data used for
processing. The fused input corresponds to the fused genetic regulations established in the
basis of knowledge, and validation is controlled for time constraints. Finally, for each input
information, the classification algorithm decides the class.
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Let ‘E’ be the ‘n’ data records database. The database is split into the testing dataset (E1)
and the evaluation dataset (E2) in two sections. The genetic time fuzzy rules are produced,
and the training datasets are used. This device is checked ten times over. Therefore, 92% of
data sets are for preparation, and 8% are for research purposes. The data sets are included.
This is done until all records have been tested. This research translates all attributes of
the data set into a standard format using the numerical values from zero to one which
is simple to compare during classification. For that reason, the minimum and maximum
value is known as the limits for each attribute, and the interval between the maximum and
minimum values is determined the attribute duration. The standardized cost is calculated
using an equation formula:

Normalize value (J) =
Value o f Given (J)

maximum value−minimum value
(1)

Equation (1) where the Jthdata record is indicated, given value is current, normalized
value is the computed value between zero and one, the max value is the maximum value
for the specific attribute, and the minimum value is the maximum value for the specific
attribute.

3.2. Pre-Processing Normalized Data

On every record, the input data is standardized splitting a maximum value into the
maximum value, and therefore all data in a single format with a range of values from
zero to one. This preparation assists in making easier comparisons in the decision-making
process. A new pre-processing algorithm is suggested for this reason, which is named the
normalized intelligent GA-based techniques and intrusion detection (ISTID) algorithm.
Furthermore, a more pre-processing algorithm called ISTID in these research papers is
suggested. This is called the intelligent agent-based incremental sorting algorithm. These
two methods for pre-processing are often used to pick attributes from a dataset.

Fitness is an analytical tool used to determine the right benefit. applying the following
formula, the fitness function is calculated:

gj

(
Bk, Eb

k

)
=

{ 1
b+1 i f Bk = Ek
1
b Otherwise

(2)

Equation (2) where Bk—is a rule precedent and Ek—is the database fact. Each record
is rotated here such that once the first, twice the second and so on, the first record is rotated.
Now, due to migration rotation, the chromosomes are arranged differently.

A crossover process takes place between two parent chromosomes to receive a new
chromosome. A new child allele is selected depending on the fusion rate C r. the parent
chromosomes are chosen. The fitness feature is added to the child chromosome after a new
chromosome is produced. The crossover rate calculation formula is as follows:

Rate o f Crossover (Ds) =
Gene crossing number Number

Length o f the chromosome
(3)

Equation (3), the mutation rate Ns—is determined based on the number of mutations
per database NQ—is the length of the chromosome where OM—is the mutation point. The
mutation risk estimation rule is:

rate o f Mutation (Ns) =
NQ

OM
(4)
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In this analysis, the triangular membership feature was chosen to pass the input data
to the fused label, as shown in Figure 2. The method for the estimation of membership
values is therefore seen below in Equation (4):

g(y) =


0 i f y ≤ b

y−b
c−b i f b ≤ y ≤ c

d−y
d−c i f c ≤ y ≤ d

0 i f y ≥ d

(5)
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In this scenario, the codes for the kind of attacks are low, medium, and large. This
research was carried out for three-way participation as shown in Figure 3. The basis of
knowledge consists of rules generated from the genetic and fugitive operation and trained
using the proposed algorithm of classification, which is subject to time constraints. The
rules are IF ... BEFORE declarations that are compared internally and overlapping members.
Membership features depict a fuzzy set graphically. The x-axis is the discourse universe,
and the y-axis shows membership levels inside the [0, 1] interval. To create membership
functions, simple functions are utilized. The membership function of a fluid set is to
generalize the indicators for traditional sets in mathematics. It is an extension of appraisal,
in futile reasoning, of truth.
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This method is incorporated with the suggested classification model, named the
intelligent sequential adaptive genetic techniques and intrusion detection (ISTID)) de-
scribed in Algorithm 1. The technique is used and the full phases of the algorithm proposed
are as follows:

Algorithm 1

Input; Dataset Ej = {S1, S2, . . . .Sn}
Output: Groups of Classifications
Step 1—Choose the first chromosomes.
Step 2—Submit fuzzy chromosome membership function
Step 3—Assess the fitness of chromosomes
Step 4—Using threshold values to pick a new population
Step 5—Apply time restrictions
Step 6—While the population is present

i. Compare the process immediately
ii. Place the ranking comparing values instantaneously
iii. Comparison of performance interval
iv. Forms weight population

Step 7—Crossover with the next community for every community of weight
Step 8—Again, add exercise
Step 9—When f itness value > threshold,

Mutate performance
Else

Step 10—Form policy based on conduct

Genetic Fuzzy Cognitive Temporal Adaptive Algorithm

This research has established and applied the algorithm of classification of the intelli-
gent temporal adaptive genetic fuzzy. A modern exercise feature has been used for this
reason, which helps to make decisions. In the case of instant comparison and period com-
pare procedures, time constraints are often added. Finally, in this algorithm, a triangular
membership function based on fuzzy logic has been applied for flushing and deflation.
The essential advantage of the proposed algorithm is the usage of time limits, dynamic
logic, and genetic algorithms as an efficient decision-making tool.

In this model, two datasets were used to check the suggested IDS: the KDD cup dataset
and the network trace dataset. The dataset module for the KDD cup consists of the data
from the MIT Lincoln laboratory. This data set is a benchmark data set that is accepted in
standard data sets to test intrusion detection systems. During this research study, the cup
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data collection for the KDD 1999 is used for the testing of the proposed algorithms because
it is more widely used for the measurement of algorithms for intrusion detection. This
dataset contains 41 attributes, and each is useful to explain the network behavior. These
attributes have 38 numerical characteristics as well as 3 typical characteristics that give a
total of 41.

A one hour-long simulation of 15 min to produce and track attacks took place in the
actual networks. The trace data collection was collected. The KDD cup dataset is the initial
check for all the algorithms proposed in this research, and they are checked with network
trace knowledge. The intrusion detection rates of the proposed algorithms are identical
when they are performed with this dataset and with actual network trace datasets in low
mobility and medium-mobility scenarios in this work.

4. Result and Discussion

This section discusses data sets, performance measurements, and experimental find-
ings. The reasons why the proposed system is being achieved are presented here.

4.1. Performance Analysis

In this study, the precision of the identification of intrusion was developed using the
following measures to test the device proposed. Since the detection exactness is affected
these metrics, recall, and G-measure are as follows:

4.2. Precision

Precision is specified as the data ratio conditioned to the data related to the detection.
The calculation is computed in Equation (6).

Precision =
PT

PT + PF
(6)

4.3. Recall

The partnership with data necessary for the practical identification of data. The
formula can be computed in Equation (7).

Recall =
PT

PT + NP
(7)

4.4. G-Measure

The G-measure is used to be the fraction of accuracy minus reminder. It has a beta
value which is typically 1:

G−Measure =
(
1+ ∝2)× Precision× Recall

∝ (Precision + Recall)
(8)

In Equation (8), the performance evaluation is based on the number, time, accuracy,
and false-positive rates of the generated detectors (rules). The ISTID test dataset is used
during each repeated improvement iteration. The accuracy of the rating and the false
positive rate (FPR) is calculated as follows:

Accuracy =
PT + NT

PT + PF + NF + NT
(9)

Equation (9), where true positive (PT) samples are classified as naturally valid, and
false positive (PF) samples are wrongly classified as an irregular, real negative (NT) samples
are appropriately classified as a different sample and false negative (NF).

The tests are conducted utilizing the new method with the same data set, and the
actual framework is shown in Table 1. Such experiments were conducted to identify attacks
from Study, DoS, S2M or V2S. Table 1, with respect to precision, recall, and G-measure,
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shows the results obtained for all four different types of attacks. Although the ISTID
utilizes the same collection of data as the current IGS, the exact classification with the usage
of intelligent agents and the time restrictions are outlined in Table 1. A technically adaptive
genetic fugitive method is used.

Table 1. Analysis of Attacks.

Attacks Precision
(%) Recall (%) G-Measure (%) Performance Analysis (%)

DoS 88.62 92.31 91.25 92.35
S2M 92.65 94.62 93.52 94.52

Probe 94.52 92.16 96.14 93.64
V2S 92.36 96.72 94.25 97.25

ISTID 99.14 98.36 99.26 98.62

In Table 1, the precision, reminder, and F-measurement of the data are improved when
the proposed ISTID is classified. That is because ISTID utilizes rational agents and time
constraints to make judgments. The system proposed is compared with the existing ISTID
(and decision tree classification methods). It has been observed from the experiments
carried out that ITAGFS is better able to detect accuracy than the other two techniques. The
main reason for this improvement is that the ISTID proposed not only insists on the use
and use of the smart agents as well as the knowledge basis to make effective decisions on
genetic operations and fugitive time regulations.

The efficiency review is demonstrated five separate tests for the identification of four
attack types: Probe, DoS, S2M and V2S. The suggested method of intrusion detection is
conducted.

The detection precision may be observed for the identification of four forms of attacks
in the different experiments. However, the precise identification of DoS attacks in both
tests is higher than the precision of the identification of certain forms of aggression. The
false-positive intravenous identification method and current classifiers study as seen in
Figure 4.
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The precision of measurement of the device suggested is determined using Equa-
tion (5). The study of precision in the identification of attack forms Review, Probe, DoS,
S2M and V2S on the proposed method and the current classifiers. It is noted that ISTID is
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much better than Probe and other classifiers’ performance. Compared to this existing Probe
directional system and the different decision-making bodies such as D 6.3 and Enhanced
D5.6 the most impressive part of ISTID is a significant improvement.

There are several explanations of why ISTID has improved detection precision. Sec-
ond, only chosen features are included, as shown in Figure 5. Third, it utilizes transient
and pointless laws shot into successful decision-making rational agents. Third, for op-
timized rules, genetic operations are used. Finally, it calls temporary constraints in the
implementation of logic.
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The efficiency of the proposed program is higher as opposed to current systems can
be seen in Figures 5 and 6. The use of most essential features selected the feature selection
algorithm, which uses intelligent agents for decision making, enhances the accuracy of
the classification process leading to an increase of intrusion detection using temporal
constraints, bizarre rules and genetic algorithms.

Table 2 shows an optimum set of functionality chosen the proposed function selection
algorithms called the Min-Max Function Selection ISTID Normalized Intelligent GA Algo-
rithm. It is noted in Table 2 that only 14 features from a collection of 32 features present
in the KDD cup dataset have been picked from the suggested uniform Intelligent Genetic
Fuzzy Cognitive Temporal Adaptive feature selection algorithm. It was evident that as
compared to the current frameworks, it increases the efficiency of the proposed ISTID
Algorithm. The use of most essential features selected the feature selection algorithm,
which uses smart machines for decision making, enhances the accuracy of the classification
process leading to an increase of intrusion detection using temporal constraints, bizarre
rules, and genetic algorithms.
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Table 2. Analysis of Attacks.

Attacks Precision (%) Recall (%) G-Measure (%) Performance Analysis (%)

DoS 91.23 88.12 88.24 98.25
S2M 94.62 96.35 96.23 99.64

Probe 97.85 94.62 97.82 99.72
V2S 98.67 99.82 99.25 99.29

ISTID 95.62 98.26 99.75 99.32

It can be shown that if it is compared with existing ISTID, the performance of the
trusted ISTID will perform well. This is because the confidential, secure routing algorithm
only uses the trusted routing nodes. The packet delivery ratio in the safe routing model is
improved compared to the conventional attack scenario ISTID.

The delay analysis of ISTID and trusted ISTID is shown in Figure 7. Figure 7 demon-
strates that using trust values to define the honest nodes and route the trustworthy nodes
decreases the latency as opposed to the routing utilizing the traditional ISTID algorithm, as
shown in Figure 7. This is because untrustworthy nodes are not taken into consideration
in the ISTID. On the opposite, untrustworthy delays are avoided the security method
suggested.
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The usage of trust scores increases the packet delivery ratio 3.5 percent one point. It is
further increased to a boost in the packet delivery ratio of overall 4.32 percent on ISTIDs,
while the routing process requires clustering and confidence management.

5. Conclusions

A new protected routing algorithm focused on the cluster, and confidence is suggested
in this study. The reliability of routing is ensured in this algorithm increasing the packet
returns using IDS feedback. Two new selection algorithms, IAIFSA and ISTIDs were
proposed for the development of this intelligent ID. Besides, the idea is to improve the
precision of intrusion detection leading to increased reliability of communication utilizing
two intelligent classification algorithms ISTIDs and DoS, S2M, and V2S. In comparison,
the efficient routing algorithm based on confidence and cluster improves the distribution
ratio of packets. It reduces the latency to improve the efficiency of routing utilizing the
proposed algorithm.
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version of the manuscript.
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